Abstract-Students' real-time feedback has numerous advantages in education, however, analysing feedback while teaching is both stressful and time consuming. To address this problem, we propose to analyse feedback automatically using sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis is domain dependent and although it has been applied to the educational domain before, it has not been previously used for real-time feedback. To find the best model for automatic analysis we look at four aspects: preprocessing, features, machine learning techniques and the use of the neutral class. We found that the highest result for the four aspects is Support Vector Machines (SVM) with the highest level of preprocessing, unigrams and no neutral class, which gave a 95 percent accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION Students' feedback can highlight different issues students may have with a lecture. An example of this is the students not understanding a specific example. Analysing feedback in real-time, however, is time consuming and stressful [1] . We propose to address this problem by creating a system that analyses students' feedback in real-time and then presents the results to the lecturer. To create such as system, sentiment analysis can be used.
Sentiment analysis is an application of natural language processing, computational linguistics and text analytics that identifies and retrieves sentiment polarity from the text by studying the opinion. Sentiment polarity is usually either positive or negative, although sometimes neutral is included.
Previous research has shown that sentiment analysis is more effective when applied to specific domains [2] . Sentiment analysis in the educational domain has mainly been focused on e-learning [3] , [4] , with little research done on classroom feedback [5] . Although e-learning and classroom education may seem similar, they differ in the types of interactions between the students and the lecturers and in the fact that the lecturer should respond to the students' feedback in real-time. Feedback from students in the classroom settings is different from distant learners due to the different situations and issues students may have. Elearning students can have issues such as lack of interaction. However, classroom feedback can be about class settings, e.g., class being hot. When training a model, words need to be related to the purpose of the application, and in our case, the model needs to be trained using classroom feedback.
To the best of our knowledge, sentiment analysis has not been applied for analysing students' classroom feedback before. Consequently, there is need of investigating different models and look at the best combination of preprocessing methods, features and machine learning techniques to create the best-suited model for our purpose. In this paper, we investigate the following aspects:
• what preprocessing techniques are the most effective?
• which feature(s) are most suitable for this data?
• which machine learning techniques give the highest performance? • what is the effect of including the neutral class in the models? Related research about data collection, preprocessing the data, feature selection and machine learning techniques is presented in section II. The data corpus that is used for this study is presented in section III. Our sentiment analysis models are presented in section IV, followed by results and discussion in section V. Conclusions and future work are outlined in section VI.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
There are four main steps in machine learning sentiment analysis: collecting the data, preprocessing it, selecting the features and applying the machine learning techniques. An overview of previous research related to these aspects is given in the following subsections.
A. Preprocessing
Sentiment analysis can be improved by preprocessing the data. Preprocessing is the process of cleaning the data from unwanted elements. It increases the accuracy of the results by reducing errors in the data.
Not using preprocessing, such as spelling corrections, may lead to the system ignoring important words. However, using preprocessing techniques wrongly sometimes may cause loss of important data -for instance the removal of punctuation, when it may add extra value to the sentiment.
There are many general preprocessing techniques, of which the most common are: remove stop words, remove punctuation, remove number, covert text to lower or upper case, and removing repeated letters.
In the educational domain, most of the researchers have collected data from social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter. A common preprocessing technique is identifying emoticons, which is found in Troussas et al. [6] . Another preprocessing technique used widely with educational domains is the spelling check; this is found in Ortigosa et al. [4] and Martin et al. [7] . Most of the researchers have used the general preprocessing methods listed above as well.
B. Features
Features allow a more accurate analysis of the sentiments and detailed summarization of the results. One of the most commonly used feature is n-grams [2] , [8] , [9] . An n-gram is a sequence of n items from a text. Items can be letters, syllables, or words. N-grams are mostly based on words and the most common n-gram types are unigram (one word), bigram (two words), and trigram (three words).
There is no clear answer whether unigrams give better performance that bigrams and trigrams, or vice versa. Some researchers have had better performance using unigrams than bigrams and trigrams [8] , [9] . For example, Go et al. [2] found that bigrams decreased performance. Similar results were found by several researchers. Oppositely, Pak and Paroubek [10] research about general Twitter analysis, found that bigrams give a higher accuracy than unigrams.
In the educational domain, some of the researchers used n-grams, such as Troussas et al. [6] . However, some of the researchers have used pos-tagging as a feature, such as in Ortigosa et al. [4] and Martin et al. [7] .
The mixed picture about the contribution of different ngrams to model performance indicates the need to explore all the combinations between are unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams for our purpose.
C. Machine Learning Techniques
There are many techniques that have been used, of which the most common ones are Naive Bayes [11] , [2] , Maximum Entropy [2] , and Support Vector Machines [2] . Naive Bayes does not work well with uneven class sizes, however Complement Naive Bayes can address this problem by estimating parameters from all the data in all sentiment classes except the class required.
In the education domain, Troussas et al. [6] found Naive Bayes to be the best technique, while Song et al. [12] found Support Vector Machines to be the best. Therefore, different machine learning techniques give different results even for the same domain, prompting a need for testing several techniques.
D. Neutral Class
Some researchers included a neutral class in their models, for example [2] , [8] , [9] . Others dismissed the neutral class due to the lack of neutral training instances in the data and the poor performances that it led to [10] and [9] .
It has been argued that the neutral class is needed in real life applications [2] , [9] , including education [4] , [7] . Students may have positive, negative or neutral opinions. Discarding the neutral class and focusing on only on positive and negative opinions does not show a complete picture of the class opinion and may distort the true proportions of the positive and negative opinions when the neutral proportion is not known. Many of the researchers have included the neutral class when analysing data from the educational domain [4] , [7] . Consequently, the role of neutral class deserves further investigation.
III. DATA CORPUS
We used several methods for collecting the data for our experiments. We collected real-time feedback from lectures in the computing department at the University of Portsmouth. This included postgraduate and undergraduate students. The students were asked to submit in their own words, their feedback, opinions, and feelings about the lecture.
The second method used to collect feedback was end of unit student feedback from various institutes. The amount of data that was collected in total was 1036, one from each student. The data is distributed as 641 positive, 292 negative, and 103 neutral.
The data was labelled by three experts, of which two were experts in linguistics and one in sentiment analysis. The labels were assigned using a majority rule. When there was no majority, the neutral label was assigned.
To verify the reliability of the labels inter-rater reliability was calculated. The percent agreement was 80.6%, the Fleiss kappa was 0.625 and Krippendor's alpha was 0.626. The percent agreement is considered over-optimistic, while the other two measures are known to be more conservative.
IV. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS FOR STUDENTS' FEEDBACK
Our dataset is a relatively clean dataset as it is mostly collected from paper so there is a need for a relatively low level of preprocessing. To find the optimal level of preprocessing the data and to insure that the data was not over preprocessed, i.e. eliminating information that bears sentiment, we tested four preprocessing levels using different techniques which were chosen due to their popularity in previous studies: 1) Preprocessing P1: This is to test how well the model works without any preprocessing apart from converting the letters into lowercase. We included this to explore the role of different degrees of preprocessing, in which this one (P1) is the baseline; 2) Preprocessing P2: This is to remove numbers, punctuation, spaces and blanks, and special characters. In most cases these do not hold value or sentiment, therefore they are noise to the data; 3) Preprocessing P3: This includes all of preprocessing P2 with an additional two techniques which are replacing n't with not and removing repeated letters. These two are a fairly important step to preprocess the data as it increases the probability of matching words to their right sentiment; and 4) Preprocessing P4: This includes all of preprocessing P3 plus the removal of stop words. This step is a final step that removes all words that are irrelevant to the analysis. Like most researchers, we focus on n-grams. The features that were experimented with are: Unigrams, Bigrams, Trigrams, Unigrams and Bigrams combined, Unigrams and Trigrams combined, Bigrams and Trigrams combined, and Unigrams, Bigrams, and Trigrams combined.
Machine learning techniques were selected next. The techniques used in our experiments are Naive Bayes (NB), Complement Naive Bayes (CNB), Maximum Entropy (ME) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). NB, ME and SVM were chosen due to their popularity and high performance in previous research in sentiment analysis, e.g., [13] . Complement Naive Bayes (CNB) is rarely used in sentiment analysis; however, it was used to test its potential in solving the uneven class problem for our application. We investigate the combination of preprocessing methods, features, machine learning techniques and the use of the neutral class. The results of these experiments are explained in the following section.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the models were tested using 10-fold cross-validation; accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score were calculated. The non-neutral model is abbreviated by W/O. The preprocessing levels P1 to P4 correspond to the descriptions in section IV. The features are abbreviated by: UNI: unigrams; BI: bigrams; and TRI: trigrams.
The highest results are presented in Table I . From the results, we observe the following:
• Nearly all models performed better when preprocessing was applied, which was expected. There are however some interesting exceptions which are discussed below; • Unigrams gave a high performance in several models; unigrams combined with bigrams performed well for CNB, and trigrams performs relatively well with ME; • All the methods except NB have relatively high accuracy, with the SVM linear kernel having the best performance at 95% and SVM radial basis kernel the second best at 88%; • Precision, recall, and F-score are high in both SVM and CNB models but low in NB and ME models; and • SVM and CNB have a good performance when the neutral class is considered.
A. Preprocessing results
In relation to preprocessing the text, most of the models showed higher accuracy when using the highest level of preprocessing. However, in NB and CNB where the highest performance was found in unigrams with bigrams, using no preprocessing gave the highest results. This could be due to the numbers and punctuation having sentiment -for instance the bigram '2 hours' was negative as many of the students disliked long lectures. The difference between each preprocessing level was calculated for the highest results in each model. Table II shows these results.
There are some models where the difference is zero, indicating no improvement in performance when increased levels of preprocessing are used. Some results show negative values meaning that increasing the level of preprocessing made the results worse. This is found in nearly all the models when calculating the difference between P1 and P2.
For the CNB model when the neutral class is considered, P1 performs the best, which could mean that preprocessing removes information that is valuable for this model.
When calculating the difference between P2 and P3, there is an increment in the results by up to 20 percent in some models. This means that removing repeated letters and replacing 'n't' with 'not' is valuable in these models; this could be because students write informally and sometimes in chat language to give feedback. Repeated letters and negation exists in nearly 10 percent of the raw data; consequently, preprocessing these aspects improves prediction.
Although P3 and P4 have just a slight difference, which is removing stop words, one of the models showed an increment of up to 6 percent. This model used trigrams, in which stop words are common and, therefore, valuable for prediction.
For the best preprocessing combination, we found that using all the preprocessing techniques gives a higher accuracy in most of the models; however, in CNB using all preprocessing decreased the performance. Therefore, we will continue to experiment with both P1 and P4 for our future experiments, and look at the contribution of numbers, punctuation and negation in carrying sentiment.
B. Features results
Unigrams performed well in most of the best performing models. Some examples of frequent unigrams that are common in our dataset are 'technology', 'blackboard', 'examples', 'helpful', 'learning', 'questions', 'knowledge', 'topics', 'notes', 'lecturer' and 'subject'. Similarly, previous research also found unigrams to be the best feature [8] , [9] .
Trigrams performed well with the ME model. This indicates that certain 3-word combinations have a high informative value for our particular application. Some examples of three word combinations that appeared often are "how to use", "I have learnt", "learnt lots of", "understand the content", "use the technology", "learn to use" and "maths is fun". In opposition, research done by Wang and Wu [9] about general Twitter sentiment analysis showed that trigrams performed poorly.
Unigrams combined with bigrams gave good performance in the CNB model. This is similar to the research of Go et al. [2] about general Twitter sentiment analysis.
Bigrams on their own and unigrams combined with trigrams showed some relatively good results in the CNB and SVM-linear models.
Similarly, bigrams combined with trigrams, and unigrams combined with bigrams and trigrams in the CNB, SVMlinear and SVM radial basis models had a good performance.
In future research, we will identify the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams that are most informative for our purposes.
C. Machine learning results
The best method was SVM linear with a 95% accuracy when using unigrams. SVM with the radial basis kernel gave high results at 88% accuracy using bigrams and trigrams with a 90% precision and 88% recall, when the neutral class was not used. When the neutral class was used, combining all three n-grams gave the best performance at a 68% accuracy and a 73% precision.
SVM polynomial is known to work well with natural language processing models; however, in our experiments we found it gave the lowest results out of all three kernels. This is similar to research done by Jain and Nayak [14] about movie reviews from IMDB, where they found that the polynomial kernel performed the worse; at the same time they found the linear kernel to work best.
Our results showed that SVM gave extremely high performance. SVM has been found to perform well in several domains, including customer feedback and movie reviews [13] , while in the educational domain, Ortigosa [4] showed that SVM gave the lowest results. This could have been influenced by the fact that they used part-of-speech (POS) tagging as a feature with data from Facebook messages. For our data, SVM also shows the best performance when using the neutral class with only a 0.15 loss in accuracy compared with the non-neutral model.
For Maximum Entropy, the best n-gram for both neutral and non-neutral models was trigrams. The non-neutral model results were much higher for trigrams than the other feature combinations, although in the models with the neutral class the results of the trigrams were only slightly higher than the any of the other n-grams. This is similar to the research about movie reviews done by Pang and Lee [13] , where the use of trigrams resulted in approximately 80% accuracy.
The Naive Bayes Classifier gave the lowest performance. We noticed that our results were extremely high with the positive class and lower in the neutral and negative class. These results are linked to the number of instances in each class: the size of the negative and neutral classes in our data was significantly lower than the size of the positive class. For the model without the neutral class, the results were higher using unigrams combined with bigrams; this is similar to previous research, e.g., [2] , [13] . In the NB model with the neutral class, using trigrams led to the best performance.
Complement Naive Bayes addresses the problem of uneven training sets in Naive Bayes. Our experiments, similar to Gokulakrishnan [15] research about analysing tweets, showed that Complement Naive Bayes performed better than Naive Bayes alone. Therefore, this method is useful in addressing the problem of a small training set for the neutral class, a problem which appeared in previous research [2] , [9] . Complement Naive Bayes with the neutral class showed the highest performance when combining the unigrams with the bigrams, while the non-neutral model showed a better performance when using unigrams alone.
To the best of our knowledge, Complement Naive Bayes has not been previously used for sentiment analysis in the educational domain. Our results indicate that it works well for educational data. Moreover, the results imply that CNB can be a good solution when having uneven data classes, hence this could be a solution for the neutral class problem where training data is usually hard to obtain. It may also be beneficial for sentiment analysis applications in other domains where these problems are encountered.
In conclusion, the best performing machine learning techniques are Support Vector Machines and Complement Naive Bayes. Consequently, we will further investigate the use of these models for our real-time feedback analysis.
D. Neutral class results
The CNB model with the neutral class performed better than without the neutral class. As for the other models the neutral class led to a fairly good performance in all the models except for Naive Bayes, where both neutral and nonneutral performed poorly.
SVM showed the best performance when using the neutral class with an accuracy loss of only 1.5% compared with the non-neutral model. We will continue to explore the use of the neutral model, as it is valuable for the educational domain, especially in relation to providing a complete picture of the proportions of different opinions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigated different combinations of machine learning techniques, features, preprocessing levels and the use of neutral class for analysing real-time students' feedback.
We found that preprocessing the data increased the accuracy of some models by up to 20 percent, which was expected. However, interestingly we found that in the NB and CNB models with the neutral class, using no preprocessing gave the highest performance. Numbers and punctuation for our application may hold some value, therefore eliminating these through preprocessing may lead to loss of valuable information, which, in turn, leads to a decreased performance of the models.
We experimented with the use of different n-gram combination and found that the best features were unigrams, unigrams combined with bigrams, and in some cases trigrams.
We found that the best models were SVM and CNB; therefore, they could be used for feedback analysis. Our experiments indicate that CNB can be a good solution for uneven training classes and that this can be beneficial when there is not enough data in the neutral class.
Future work includes testing pos tagging as a feature, including different preprocessing techniques such as negation, and keeping the numbers and punctuation. We also plan to widen our research area into detecting specific emotions related to learning.
